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Leaky Light_3 consists of a selection of mixed-media installations that 
feature ceramics, symbiont bacteria and sound as well as video, photo 
and text documentation from happenings and interventions. 

The works are instigated by artist-researcher Bartaku’s entanglement 
with the Baroa belaobara* plant species.  At SOLU space** the works are 
presented as three constellations. 
 
Leaky light _3 is a momentum in the process of artistic inquiry into light, 
energy and bodies that is evolving since 2007.
 

* Baroa b. is the name that “appears” at the Baroa plantation in Aizpute 
(Lat). The scientific name of the plant is Aronia or Photinia- melanocar-
pa. It is endemic in the North-Eastern part of the American continent. 
 
** https://bioartsociety.fi



Textile print; wood stick
Baroa b. plantation, Aizpute 
Sept. 8, 2016
Photo: Ance Ausmane

An intervention featuring a finishing chequered flag enriched with the 
graphic image of the future shape of the fruit of Aronia melanocarpa. 
Cars and trucks that enter the centre on the main road of Aizpute are 
flagged. Inspired by cars and trucks that race on that road stretch.

Finishing Flag 
Intervention, 2016
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Mixed media installation with bone china porcelain and microbes living 
in Baroa b. roots. Produced during the Kaunas International Porcelain 
Symposium 2018, Vilnius Academy of Arts, Kaunas (Lit) between June 
25 and July 13th, 2018. 

The Leaky Light installation consists of three different floorboards that 
support 23 bone china porcelain pieces. They result from play and ex-
periment with the locally produced bone china. Three different protocols 
determine the forms:
 
Protocol 1: The Baroa b. Bacterial Root Protocol 
Bacteria that are extracted and isolated from the roots of a Baroa bush 
at the Otaronia Dstb Plantation (Espoo, Fin) are placed in two glass 
petri-dishes. They are sealed with a custom-made bone china disk and 
connected to thin metal rods that are inserted into wood boards.

Leaky Light, detail
Bone china, glass petri-dishes, 
metal rods
Photo: Remigijus Sederevičius

Leaky Light 
Installation, 2018

Constellation 1
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Protocol 2: The Paper Protocol 
The wrinkled paper wrap of the glass petri-dishes serves as a means for 
exploring the structural properties and extremities of bone china. Liquid 
clay is poured over the paper sheets and -after a drying period in the sun- 
fired in the ceramics oven. The paper burns off with its cracks and folds 
having shaped the thin, translucent porcelain pieces. These are mounted 
on top of LED-modules, integrated into wood boards.

Leaky Light, detail
Wrapping paper of petri-dishes, 
bone china slip
Photo: Mari Kaakkola



Protocol 3: The Second-Line Protocol (4x3)+(1x4) 
In moments of idleness and despair, the left-hand fingers perform a 
Second line* rhythm protocol on four chunks of left-over bone china. It is 
expressed via hand-finger-pressing of the left hand into the bone china 
matter. The semi-hard mass is pressed in the left-hand 3 times, repeated 
four times and pressed 4 more times. This group action is repeated with 
a maximum duration of one hundred and eleven seconds. The resulting 
shapes of the four pieces are fired in the kiln.     
Pressing with all fingers, varying intensity on each count, with syncopa-
tion:

(1) one two three, one two three, one two three, one two three four 
(2) one two three, one two three, one two three, one two three four 
(3) one two three, one two three, one two three, one two three four 
(4) one two three, one two three, one two three, one two three four; 
repeat; end at 111sec. 

* refers to the rhythms of a black parading tradition originating in nine-
teenth-century New Orleans.       

Leaky Light, detail 
Paper, bone china slip, 
LED-module
Photo: Bartaku



Letter to the Crocodilian Wheat 
Grain, detail
Photo print on paper, 
documentation 
Photo: Bartaku 

The Letter to the Crocodilian Wheat Grain is a Baroa-inspired letter to a 
wheat grain that is found in the belly of a saltwater crocodile. The words 
are transferred to a bone china disk. The invited gift is a contribution to a 
ceremonial burial adjacent to the Svalbard Global Seed Bank. It is part of 
The Migrant Ecologies Project Seeding Stories: A Guide to the Interior of 
a SaltWater Crocodile. 
Spitsbergen (Nor), June 10, 2019.

Letter to the Crocodilian 
Wheat Grain 
Invited Gift Contribution, 2019
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On February 19, 2019, liberal Prime Ministers from the Alliance of Liberals 
and Democrats for Europe gather at Aalto University. They are presented 
academic views on -and practical solutions for- the mitigation of climate 
change. Under the eyes of the attendees, Bartaku hands over The Gift to 
the Prime Minister of Belgium. He is congratulated for becoming at that 
instance the first Prime Minister of a nation-state on Planet Earth turned 
into a Baroa b. Power Plantation. The gift intervention consists of four 
parts.

The Gift to the Prime Minister 
#1: Bicolored Solar Cell Flag of 
Belgium Baroa Power Plantation 
Photo print, documentation
Photo: Mikko Raskinen

The Gift to the Prime Minister 
Gift Intervention, 2019
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The Gift to the Prime Minister 
#3: Belgium Baroa b. 
Power Plantation 
Photo print on paper, 
documentation 
Photo: Bartaku

Gift #1 is a low-efficiency and fast decaying solar cell. Its black, red and 
yellow colors originate from the sap and leaves of Baroa. It is the agency 
that converts light into electrical energy. The colors mimic the Belgian 
flag that -within few hours- morphs into a bicolor flag, with the black 
band turning yellow. This now yellow-red rectangle is the new flag of 
Belgium becoming Baroa b. Power Plantation. 

Gift #2 is a sketch of the outline of the Belgium Baroa b. Power Planta-
tion including calculations on Baroa pigment production and bio-solar 
cell power generation. The depopulated Belgian territory is turned into 
a biodiverse ecosystem in which Baroa b. and its companions thrive. 
A biotope that maximizes pollinator-, deer-, microbial-, automaton and 
electrical energy well-being. The accompanying letter-gift (#3) describes 
ongoing artscience research on light, color, art -and Baroa energy. The 
Gift is packed in a modified Belgian Post Service postal box (#4).



New Aronia
Clay, hardened by a mix of Aronia 
sap and powdered sugar; smoked 
wood stick.
Photo: Eli Garmendia

On September 11, 2013, at the Baroa b. plantation near Aizpute, Bartaku 
senses that the scientific name Aronia melanocarpa should morph into 
a new name: Baroa belaobara. Soon after, a new shape for the plant and 
its fruit comes to be, filling in the material void of the words Aronia mela-
nocarpa. First as a sketch, soon after it hardens as a life-size clay sculp-
ture. At the time of writing, it has gone through five metamorphoses. 
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New Aronia, 5th Resurrection 
Anticipating ceramic, 2015



Rapchiy, detail 
MDF; laser cut for clay shapes 
Photo: Bartaku

Instigated by the Baroa b. plantation, Rapchiy departs from the idea that 
micropower from Baroan bio-solar cells is applied to the human being. 
Such that it becomes bestowed with the conviction that Baroa b. is the 
most important artwork on Earth. The process of enquiry takes another 
turn due to the sensations provided by a dialogue with a readily available 
brain reader device and its software. In a moment of despair, the squeak-
ing black shiny petrol device is pressed firmly down on paper. Its outline 
is traced by a pencil-in-hand, revealing the features of a figurine. It trig-
gers a pathway that leads to the revealing of more hidden designs during 
happenings in Helsinki, Manizales (Col) and Aizpute: various 2D-forms 
emerge on Mulberry paper that is placed between the device and various 
skulls of human participants. They are transformed into three dimen-
sions via different experimental techniques with ceramics. 
 
“Rapchiy” means scratch in the Quechuan language family (Peruvian 
Andes and highlands).

Rapchiy 
Happening, 2016–2018 

Constellation 2
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Rapchiy, detail 
Ceramics; from slip shaped via 
MDF-mould and hand-finish 
Photo: Bartaku



Seed Scarification: 
Serious Taking, detail
Baroa b. berryapples on a string, 
coated with their seed; LED-plant 
growth light
Photo: Bartaku

A mixed-media installation that consists of a LED-plant growth light and 
two sound pieces: one from dripping Baroa-juice on electronic compo-
nents, transduced into an audio track; the second track is the recording 
of a group of “prepared humans” that create neckbone-pressed throat 
sounds. These emulate the sensation that the astringent sap produces 
in mouth and throat. Both sound pieces are created as part of the Aronia 
Overture* in 2016. The work is inspired by seed scarification: a common 
technique in indoor plant growth from seed. 

* https://bartaku.net/aronia-overture/

Constellation 3
Seed Scarification: Serious 
Taking
Installation, 2018



Bartaku is an artist and researcher practising the art of enquiry. 
His main interests lie in cognitive ecology, consciousness 
studies, neurobiology, energy and the philosophy of knowing and 
becoming. His practice is fused by play and process, situated in 
the folds and cracks of formal classifications. Most renowned is 
Bartaku’s questioning of mankind’s relationship with energy in 
the “temporary Photoelectric Digestopians” Lab series, featuring 
leaky, volatile digestible solar cells. 

Website: www.bartaku.net
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